Letter from Prez...
Malice Members,
This Saturday we will prepare for our fourth anthology. I've gathered some information
on events around Memphis to help members figure out where you might want to the
setting to be for your next story. I'd like to get a jump on this so we're not under such a
dire deadline next year.
Malice congratulates Carolyn McSparren for The Nature of Ghosts & Phyllis Appleby
for Drive-in Miss Daisy being selected as finalists for the MidSouthCon Darrell Awards
Short Story award. Winners will be announced at MidSouthCon 35, Saturday, March
25.
Tony Kail will be our special guest for the April 8th meeting. Tony wrote: A Secret
History of Memphis: Hoodoo, Rootworkers, Conjurers and Spiritualists, which was
released Feb 20. That should prove to be an interesting program, so be sure to attend if
you can and support our guest.
If anyone is interested in taking a gun safety course, Range USA has offered us a 20%
discount if enough people attend. The normal fee is $50 plus tax for the four hour
course with range time to follow where you can try out three different types of gun, a
.22, .38 revolver and a 9 mm. With our discount, it would be $43.70 including tax per
person. Please let me know if you are interested so we can set this up. They normally
hold the course on a Thursday night, but occasionally have a Saturday morning class.
I've only heard from a few who might be interested, so if this is something you might
like to attend, please let me know.
Hope to see you all March 11th at 10:00 a.m.!
Please check out our website at: http://www.maliceinmemphis.com/
Also go give our Facebook page a LIKE as well at:
https://www.facebook.com/MaliceinMemphis/
Kristi Bradley, President
Malice in Memphis Writers Group

Writing prompt #6:
“What are you doing?”
“…eating.”
“We’re being held hostage and you
decide to raid the kitchen?”
“They didn’t say the fridge was off
limits.”

“If any scene you’re
writing feels bland and
boring, go back and
make sure you’ve used
all five senses.”

Writing tip:
How emotional is your writing. Does your writing make you laugh or cry as you're writing?
Does it pull you into the scene and make you scared? Does it cause your heart rate to
increase? It should. If your writing is bland for you while you're writing it won't bring out
the emotions in your readers as they're reading. Learn to put emotion in your writing. It
will help sell your work.
Keep writing.
Barbara Christopher
MALICE IN MEMPHIS WEBSITE
GOINGS ON
We had 136 visitors to the site in
February.
We had 389 page views.
Here's the top pages viewed: Home
page
















/contact-us.html
/writing-resources.html
/our-story.html
/benefits-of-joining.html

/what-is-malice-in-memphis.html
/our-members.html
/Join-now.html
/contact-us.html
/ive-been-published.html
/newsletter.html
/monthly-meeting.html
/calendar.html
/food-folks-and-fun.html
/writers-retreat.html
/critique-groups.html

With writing…you must keep in the habit.
After a lapse it will take you not an hour, but
a week, a month, maybe, to find your mood
again – that mood in which things drop from
heaven.

Only a writer…

Anne Bosworth Green

…will hold conversations
between people that don’t
exist. We don’t talk to
ourselves…we talk to the
people we created from
nothing.

-www.writerswrite.co.za

www.josepheastwood.com

UPCOMING CONVENTIONS:
Mid-south Con. www.midsouthcon.org
March 24-26, 2017

http://midsouthcon.org/ Hilton Hotel.
*****

Killer Nashville Writer’s Conference, August 24-27, 2017
http://www.killernashville.com/conference/

For your survival - here are some strike point
charts to make a note for using a Tactical
Pen…
We want to make sure our customers are informed and up to date.

We have had over 4000 Tac pens given away and wanted to follow up with some
key information. They can be effectively used as a "kubaton" as well as a glassbreaker.

Remember, if you are in a dangerous situation, the primary task is to get away
from it.

However, there are times when you can't. While there are several methods of self
defense - from weapons to open hand, there are none that can guarantee you
won't be harmed.
Some basics to remember:

1. Whoever gets the first injury (not hit) usually wins the fight. Focus on getting an
injury that will stop the attacker from continuing. This includes, eyes, groin, throat,
especially soft tissue that can easily be damaged. You can see how devastating
this is when you see a UFC fight stopped because of an accidental poke in the
eye.

2. Don't "Spar" with someone - this means that the fight is based on "social"
norms. You can still be seriously hurt doing this. If the fight is escalated, take it
seriously and use force necessary to stop the attacker's will to continue. Asocial
behavior means they are out to harm or kill you, not just fight.

3. Think of the rules of UFC or mixed martial arts...and break them. With the
exception of "biting" anything else should be used to stop a fight or attack.

4. Tools - like knives, guns, clubs, etc. are extensions of the attacker and increase
their lethality. Your focus needs to be on stopping the brain from continuing the
fight, not wrestling over a knife. While you want to keep them from hurting you,
stopping a fight means stopping the brain from continuing.

5. Weapons can multiply your advantage as well...if used properly, weapons can
level the playing field. While I recommend carrying a firearm, you can't always do
so depending on the location (banks, churches, schools) however, you can carry
other items that can be used as a weapon - hence the tactical pen, cane, umbrella,
etc.

Whatever weapon you choose, focus on the basic points (some are pressure
points) that can inflict an injury and stop an attack.

We've included several charts to familiarize yourself with these various points and
to keep them in your mind. Focus on the most available or closest one, then go to
the next until the opponents will to fight is gone.

We've partnered with some friends who have some of the most advanced training
on the planet - so effective they don't even train anymore in their former martial
arts. We'll have more information for you coming soon.
To your survival,

James Schaeffer,
P.S. These Tac Pens are still available for FREE - http://go.gearviking.com/tacpen1

Copyright © 2017 GearViking.com, All rights reserved.

For those who didn’t get a copy of the article from our book signing, I
have copied and pasted it below for you. Enjoy. This article was
written by Kim Odom, a freelance writer for the Commercial Appeal.
Thanks Kim.

Writers group plots murder mysteries in
book series
Kim Odom, Special to The Weekly10:37 a.m. CT March 7, 2017

(Photo: Kim Odom/Special to The Weekly)
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What do get when you put a group of writers together at a dinner table? If it were Malice
in Memphis, a local mystery writers group, the answer would unarguably be, “criminal
minds.”
Each writer brings their own unique style to the table and consists of approximately 25
members, men and women, from across the Mid-South. Nine members of the Malice
crew gathered at Book Stop Plus in Bartlett on Feb. 25 for book signings.
Nearly every writer in the group, if not all, are published authors. Many have several
books and recognizable names. More than half the group are responsible for a
collaboration of three Malice in Memphis Anthologies published by Dark Oak Press. Book
one, “Malice in Memphis: Bluff City Mysteries,” is filled with short mystery stories. Book

two, “Malice in Memphis: Ghost Stories,” features short ghost stories. In both books,
each story is written by a MIM mystery writer.
MIM recently found out that two stories, “Drive-In Miss Daisy,” by Phyllis Appleby, and
“The Nature of Ghosts,” by Carolyn McSparren, in the anthology "Malice in Memphis:
Ghost Stories," were named finalists of the Darrell Awards for the Best MidSouth Short
Story of 2017 presented by MidSouthCon.
The third book of the series, which the writers aren’t ready to reveal the name of, but say
it should be coming out in May, will be a combination of mysteries and ghost stories.
Editor of all three books, and an author, McSparren, shares the common thread of the
MIM book series, stating, “Someone dies. It’s a requirement,” she laughs. “We’re always
trying to figure out how to murder somebody.” Another unique characteristic of the series,
is that each story features a historic local landmark or location, such as in “Murder at the
Peabody,” by Patricia Potter, a 20-page mystery, and “Munity on Mud Island,” by Juanita
Dunn Houston, an 18-pager, both from the first book series, “Bluff City Mysteries.”

Malice in Memphis, a local mystery writers group, gathered at Book Stop Plus in Bartlett, Saturday, Feb. 25, for
book signings of their first two books of the Malice in Memphis book series, “Bluff City Mysteries,” and “Ghost
Stories.” (Photo: Kim Odom/Special to The Weekly)

According to the mystery writers, they go to great lengths to make sure their fiction
stories have true forensic facts. They boast about doing thorough research and having

worked with a number of specialists, including an agent for the TBI, a helicopter pilot, and
Poison Control. “Well, if you’re going to poison someone, I guess you need to know the
facts even if it is fiction,” said McSparren.
McSparren is certain the group of murder-plotting writers have offended a few observers,
as they’ve gathered at various public places to discuss the best way to murder someone.
Someone, being the operative word. What these observers might not realize upon
hearing their conversation, is, they are indeed plotting a murder, but thank goodness they
are writers and the plot is all fiction.
Susan Wooten, of Malice in Memphis, shared just how unordinary members of the MIM
can be when she described how the group once observed a gruesome 45-minute
professional crime scene video with full details of a murder investigation. “It was about as
gruesome as you could imagine,” she said. “Then, we all went and ate barbecue. Who
does that?”
“We do, apparently,” said McSparren, as fellow-writers nodded in agreement.
They also agree that to write a mystery murder, you have to think like the murderer, a
victim, and everything in between, leading up to the kill. “When we gather, you never
know what’s going to come from it,” said McSparren. “We think about murder everywhere
we go no matter where we are.” The group insists that they are truly peaceful people, but
in an instant, all that can change when they get ready to bump someone off.
Copies of the MIM book series are available at Book Stop Plus, 2810 Bartlett Rd., Suite
8, and at www.amazon.com
All genres of writers at various skill levels are welcome to join their next meeting on
March 11, in the rear meeting room at the Bartlett Library, 5884 Stage Road. The
excitement begins at 10 a.m., when the group will be plotting the fourth book of the
series. For more information about the MIM, visit http://www.maliceinmemphis.com/

